
BEFORE RIDING: Familiarize yourself with the device functions BEFORE getting on a horse.
Do this near the horse to gauge the horse’s sensitivity to the vibration and noise.

Exercise caution on more sensitive horses.

STEP 2
Slide the device onto the 

helmet brim, positioning it 
under the brim and the clips 

over the front lip.

STEP 5
Customize alert strength. Press and 
release the yellow “Vib Str” button 

to choose between high and low. You 
can change the strength at any point 

in your ride by pressing the yellow 
button again. Your selection will be 

saved until you change it.

STEP 3
Squeeze each clip to secure 
it tightly to the brim. Test by 

tipping the helmet down.

STEP 6
Customize alert delay. Use the “Time 

Adjust” slide to choose a 2-, 4- or 
6-second delay before EQRight 

signals an alert that the chin/eye level 
has dropped below the customized 

level. (2 seconds is the most 
challenging and 6 seconds is the least 

challenging). You can change this 
setting anytime during your ride.

STEP 1
Fully charge your EQRight. The 

red charging light will turn 
green when fully charged.

STEP 4
Turn on the power switch to 
activate your EQRight. The 
device will vibrate when it’s 
ready to be set up. This may 

take a minute or two. 
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STEP 3
Now, tilt your chin slightly below the 
desired level and press and hold the 

green button until it vibrates 
(approximately 2 seconds). Your EQ 
Right is now calibrated. Each time 

your chin dips to this level or below 
while you ride, the device will vibrate 
until you return to the desired head 
posture. You will need to calibrate 
every time you turn the device on.

STEP 1
Put your helmet on and 

mount your horse.
It’s helpful to have 

someone hold your horse 
for this next step.

STEP 2
Correctly position 

yourself on your horse 
while holding your chin 
at a comfortable and 

desired level. 

That’s it! 
You’re ready 

to ride!  

STEP 4

STEP 2
To unmute, quick-press the 

green button again. This will 
turn notifications back on.

STEP 1
To mute the device, press 

and quickly release the 
green button. While on 

mute, alerts won’t be sent 
regardless of head position.
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1. Store the device where it will not be exposed 
to extreme temperatures. 

2. DO NOT get the device wet. (Do not ride in 
the rain or wash your horse with the device 
on your helmet.)

3. Similar to helmets, the device’s functionality 
can be impacted if dropped or if the rider 
incurs a fall. Check the device operation after 
any impact. 

4. For best performance, ensure your EQRight 
is fully charged before riding.

CARECARE
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All equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and may result in serious injury or death. 
The rider assumes all risks of serious injury or death.  
The rider is responsible for the selection and proper use of riding equipment including safety equipment such as approved helmets. 
The rider is responsible for the condition and maintenance of all equipment. 
The EQ Right is NOT a safety device. 
The EQ Right emits a vibration when the rider’s posture is not in the desired position.  
THE VIBRATION MAY MOMENTARILY DISTRACT THE RIDER AND/OR THE HORSE. CARE MUST BE TAKEN DURING SUDDEN MOVENTS SUCH AS JUMPS. 
The rider should read and view the instructions and videos about the proper use of the product. 
EQ Right recommends that the rider activate the device several times before riding to acclimate the rider and horse to the vibration from the product. 
 Always check the product for functionality before using or after any possible damage to the device or helmet.

WARNING

Don’t set your chin level too high, especially at first. If you are having to hold your head in an uncomfortable position to avoid alerts, recalibrate the device. 
Likewise, try not to dip your chin too far below the desired level when calibrating, or desired corrective alerts won’t be received. 

You can change the calibrated level at any point in your ride. To recalibrate your chin level, come to a complete halt, realign your body and head to the ideal 
posture, slightly tilt your chin downward, and hold the green button until it vibrates. To stop notifications while you are recalibrating, you can mute the 

device (see instructions below). Mute mode will be cancelled once you recalibrate, and you will be ready to ride again. 
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